
IAG’s Sale Number 79, to be held onthe Gold Coast on the 13th April 2014,
is a high quality, bargain packed offer-
ing of 760 lots estimated at $2 Million.
Catalogues for this fantastic sale can
now be downloaded from their website,
and clients who join up can also view
and bid on every lot online!    
A brief selection here of just some of
the many highlights underlines the fan-
tastic value of the lots on offer in this
Auction. Market conditions have brought

many liquidated estates to light, and
this sale is a perfect vehicle to snap up
some real bargains before  market con-
ditions change. A great example is a
superb 1852 Adelaide Pound Type II,
probably the finest example IAG have
offered. This historically significant
reminder of our Gold rush days is also
our first gold coin struck, and is offered
at around one third of its original sale
price, estimated at $75,000. 
Another key rarity on offer is a Taylor
Copper Fourpence C 1860, and of superb
provenance estimated at $36,000. Two VF
Dumps, a Type A/1 and D/2, a Specimen
10 Shilling  Banknote 1938 estimated
at $55,000, a 5 Pound “No Mosaic” type
estimated at $35,00.  A Unique consec-
utive pair of 10 Shilling Starnotes 1942
estimated at $22,000 are just a few more
of the Superb and great value highlights
on offer in this sale.
A great selection of Pre Decimal Proof
coins will also go under the Hammer,
with choice examples including a George
V 1935 Halfpenny and Penny Pair FDC,

a Halfpenny 1947Y, Penny 1947Y, Penny
1952A, Threepence 1951PL, and a Six-
pence and Shilling 1934. Estimates range
from $10,000 - $15,000 per coin. A number
of QE II Proofs are also on offer including
a Choice 1955P Halfpenny and Penny
along with a number of highly graded
PCGS proof coins. A Superb Specimen
Sovereign 1922S, one of only two exam-
ples known, rounds out this fine selection. 
Other Banknotes of note include sev-
eral old collections featuring original,
UNC George V notes including a 10 Shill-
ings 1932 Miler-Collins, 1926 Kell-Collins
and 1928 Riddle-Heathershaw, 1 Pound
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Specimen 10 Shilling  Banknote 1938 estimated at $55,000,

A superb 1852 Adelaide Pound Type II, prob-
ably the finest example IAG have offered to
date. Estimated at $75,000.

Three superb Proof coins

Two rare WWI
Liverpool Internment Camp Tokens



1923 Miller-Collins, 1926 Kell-Collins
and Kell-Heathershaw Trio, 1927 Riddle-
Heathershaw pair, and Five Pound 1927
Riddle-Heatheshaw. Other notes of in-
terest include a 1 Pound 1914 Collins-
Allen gEF,    
Hay Internment Camps Shilling and
Two Shillings, and a number of issued
and Specimen Pre Federation Banknotes
including a superb grade 4 Spanish
Dollars of Lempreiere and Co.
Pre Decimal coins are represented by
over 280 lots of high quality Gold, Silver
and Copper issues including a number
of Key dates and PCGS graded coins. A
Choice 1856 Sydney Mint and a gem
1882M Half Sovereign, and an UNC  1858
Sydney Mint Sovereign head a selection

of Gold coins, and includes a number of
modern Bullion issues.                                                                                       
Other Coins of interest include a coll-
ection of Great Britain including a Gold
5 Guineas George II 1729, A Peru Cob
“Gold Doubloon” 1705 and an Egypt
Ptolemy III Euergetes Gold Octadrachm
246-222 BC. A small but interesting
collection of Medals includes a scarce
Silver Products Of  NSW prize medal, a
Captain Cook Royal Society medal,  a
Cessation Of Transport medal in bronze,
and a HMAS Sydney SMS Emdenmedal.
Internment Camps issues include the
very rare Copper WW I Liverpool circu-
lar Token and a Square Threepence in
Aluminium, both in superb high grade. 
Mistrikes and Misprints are another

feature of this sale, with some major
Banknote Errors catalogued, and 35
Mis-Struck coins, including some of
the most significant and dramatic Errors
IAG have seen, including 5 Cents Full
Obverse and Reverse Brockages, and a
Uniface issue, a Superb double struck
$2, two massively off struck 20 Cents,
and a number of other scarce Pre Deci-
mal and Decimal Error coins. This
fantastic highlight full, bargain packed
sale is definitely one not to be missed! 
Catalogues for Sale 79 are now avail-
able to view and download free from
IAG’s website at www.iagauctions.com
along with other relevant auction infor-
mation, or contact IAG direct on Phone
(07) 55 380 300 - Fax (07) 55 387 296 for
a yearly catalogue subscription or any
other further information. 
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Four fantastic decimal error coins.

Peru Cob “Gold Doubloon” 1705. Estimated at $8,000

A superb grade Four Spanish Dollars of Lempreiere and Co. Estimated at $12,000. 

Scarce Silver Products Of  NSW prize
medal. Estimated at $4,500 

The Taylor Copper Fourpence C 1860, and
of superb provenance estimated at $36,000
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